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Medical professionals and researchers need information
from reputable sources to accomplish their work. Unfortunately, the Web has a large number of documents that
are irrelevant to their work, even those documents that
purport to be “medically-related.” This paper describes
an architecture designed to integrate advanced searching and indexing algorithms, an automatic thesaurus, or
“concept space,” and Kohonen-based Self-Organizing
Map (SOM) technologies to provide searchers with ﬁnegrained results. Initial results indicate that these systems provide complementary retrieval functionalities.
HelpfulMed not only allows users to search Web pages
and other online databases, but also allows them to
build searches through the use of an automatic thesaurus and browse a graphical display of medical-related
topics. Evaluation results for each of the different components are included. Our spidering algorithm outperformed both breadth-ﬁrst search and PageRank spiders
on a test collection of 100,000 Web pages. The automatically generated thesaurus performed as well as both
MeSH and UMLS—systems which require human mediation for currency. Lastly, a variant of the Kohonen SOM
was comparable to MeSH terms in perceived cluster
precision and signiﬁcantly better at perceived cluster
recall.

1. Introduction
The problems inherent in information retrieval from
electronic systems are nothing new in the ﬁeld of information science. For more than twenty-ﬁve years, efforts have
been underway to understand and solve these problems,
which lie not only with the indexing of documents (Bates,
1986), but with the human propensity for describing the
same object in a number of different ways (Furnas et al.,
1987).
The Internet and its distributed, unorganized repositories
of information have compounded the problem of information retrieval. The process of browsing through over two
billion unique Web pages (Lyman & Varian, 2000) looking
for relevant information is a huge burden for users. In
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addition to the billions of Web pages currently available on
the Internet there is also an “Invisible Web.” Most of the
Invisible Web is made up of databases which are inaccessible to search engine spiders that only ﬁnd the URL of the
database but not the information contained within. This
adds signiﬁcantly to the problem of information retrieval on
the Web. It also contributes signiﬁcantly to the phenomenon
of information overload, a state in which the searcher no
longer is able to process the volume of information retrieved
effectively.
In addition to information overload, there is the vocabulary problem with respect to the retrieval of relevant information from systems. Vocabulary problems occur because information retrieval systems rely upon users to input
the same words to describe a document that the designer of
the system has selected to describe it. A multitude of factors
contribute to this problem. Previous research indicates that
different indexers who have been trained in the use of an
indexing scheme assign different index terms to represent
the same document and that the same indexer will often
assign different index terms to the same document at different times (Bates, 1986). In addition, in research conducted by Furnas et al. (1987) it was found that when
subjects were asked to spontaneously assign words to concepts in ﬁve different domains, two subjects chose the same
word less the 20% of the time. Given these variables, it is a
wonder that we are able to retrieve as much relevant information as we do.
While the problems of information overload and retrieval
are prevalent across the many disciplines represented on the
Internet, the ability to accurately search for, access, and
process information is particularly pressing in the ﬁeld of
medicine. The availability on the Internet of vast distributed
repositories of quality medical information, each with its
own unique interface, has placed information retrieval at the
center of research.
The goal of this paper is to describe an approach to
building an architecture for a Web portal that provides
information retrieval from reputable sources in the medical
domain with a minimum of human mediation. To this end,
we developed a knowledge portal speciﬁcally for medical
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information retrieval called HelpfulMed (http://ai.bpa.
arizona.edu/helpfulmed). In developing this system we
combined existing AI Lab techniques for information retrieval using spider technology, noun phrase indexing (Tolle
& Chen, 2000), automatic thesaurus generation (Concept
Space) (Houston et al., 2000), data visualization (Chen et
al., 1998), and a meta search tool designed to search the
Invisible Web of databases. These techniques have been
signiﬁcantly modiﬁed and enhanced for medical information retrieval.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
surveys the current technologies used for information retrieval on the Internet and reviews three medical information retrieval systems. Section 3 is a discussion of the
HelpfulMed system, including architecture and functionalities. Section 4 presents the results of our evaluations.
Section 5 presents conclusions and future directions.
2. Research Background
The problem of information retrieval, particularly as it
relates to the Internet, has received a great deal of attention
over the past few years. Many techniques have been developed to address the growing problem of information retrieval from large, unorganized collections. We outline
these areas below.
2.1 Automatic Thesaurus Generation
Much research has been conducted in order to address
the problems of keyword-based information retrieval. Most
research conducted to date has used either a thesaurus or a
vector space representation based on the work of Salton et
al. (1975). Thesauri are used primarily to expand users’
queries in order to translate them into alternative phrases
that match document indexes. There are two types of thesauri: human-generated (such as Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH)) and automatically generated. Automatically generated thesauri contain phrases that appear within documents in a given collection. In an analysis of different query
expansion techniques using the MEDLINE test collection, it
was found that thesauri are a viable way to retrieve information in the medical domain (Srinivasan, 1996). The large
majority of automatically generated thesauri are based on
syntactic analysis using statistical co-occurrence of word
types on text and vector space representation of documents
(Guntzer et al., 1989; Salton, 1989; Crouch, 1990; Chen &
Lynch 1992).
The use of automatically generated thesauri has helped
alleviate the problem of synonymy by adding more associative phrases to keyword indexes (Chen et al., 1998;
Houston et al., 2000). However, a major problem resulting
from this approach concerns the introduction of noise into
the indexing process since some of the phrases may have
meanings that are different from those intended. According
to Deerwester and colleagues (1990), this can result in rapid
deterioration of precision. Improvement in document recall
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has been demonstrated when the thesaurus is used in a
domain similar to the one in which the thesaurus was
originally constructed (Crouch, 1990). However, Cimino et
al. (1994) documented that there are problems associated
with the automatic translation of medical terms using thesauri.
2.2 Document Analysis and Clustering
Anyone who has used the Internet to ﬁnd information
knows that looking through Web page after Web page can
be time consuming and frustrating. In order to address this
problem, much research has been focused on developing
techniques and tools to analyze, categorize and visualize
large collections of Web pages.
The traditional approach to creating classiﬁcation systems and knowledge sources in library science and classical
AI is often considered top-down since knowledge representations and formats are pre-deﬁned by human experts or
trained librarians and the process of generating knowledge
is structured and well-deﬁned. Researchers in machine
learning, statistical analysis, and neural networks have suggested a complementary bottom-up approach to knowledge
creation. In a bottom-up approach, based on collections,
researchers develop programs that systematically segment
and index documents and then identify patterns within those
documents. Automatic indexing algorithms have been
widely adopted to assist in this approach through their use to
extract key concepts from text, and studies have shown the
efﬁcacy of this approach compared with human indexing
(Salton, 1986). Linguistic techniques such as noun phrasing
also have been applied to this problem with some success
(Tolle & Chen, 2000).
Once these documents have been indexed they can be
organized. Clustering is used to provide a richer representation of documents to a user, by grouping documents
together based on their textual similarity. The presentation
of these clustered documents provides a context in which to
understand the relationships among retrieved documents.
Document clustering is based on the Cluster Hypothesis:
“closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the
same requests” (van Rijsbergen, 1979). Document clustering uses one of two approaches. In the ﬁrst approach,
documents are categorized based on individual document
attributes, such as keywords, authors, size, etc. In the second
approach, documents are categorized based on inter-document similarities. This approach usually includes some type
of machine learning algorithm. For example, the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) approach clusters documents into
different categories which are deﬁned during the process,
using a neural network algorithm (Kohonen, 1995). Based
on this algorithm, the SOM technique automatically clusters
documents into different regions based on the similarity of
the documents. It produces a map consisting of different
regions where each region contains similar documents. This
technique is discussed in further detail later.
The idea of clustering documents retrieved from the Web
was reported by Mechkour et al. (1998) who applied intel-
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ligent ﬁltering to a group of documents and thus present
“specialized subsets” of the documents. Through this technique they were able to present an overall “picture” of the
document relationships. Nonetheless, the issue on whether
clustering techniques are useful is still under constant debate. Hearst and Pedersen (1996) and Zamir and Etzioni
(1999) demonstrated that document clustering has the potential to improve performance in document retrieval, while
Wu et al. (2001), on the other hand, showed that clustering
only works well for some topics but not others and on
average no user beneﬁted from clustering in search tasks.
2.3 Web-based Medical Information Retrieval Systems
Numerous sites have been developed to provide access to
medical information over the Internet. These services range
from consumer health information sites such as
MEDLINEPlus to sites which aggregate journals, books,
news, clinical symposia and continuing medical education
resources such as Medscape (www.medscape.com) and
MDConsult (www.mdconsult.com). The National Library
of Medicine’s Gateway (gateway.nlm.nih.gov/gw/Cmd/)
and CliniWeb (www.ohsu.edu/cliniweb/), among others,
provide access to Web pages from reputable organizations
and institutions. In Gateway, these Web pages are indexed
according to the UMLS Metathesaurus, and in the case of
CliniWeb, the MeSH tree hierarchy. One common concern
of these search engines is that they provide users with only
a list of ranked results without further analysis. It would be
desirable to perform post-retrieval analysis on the search
results for the users. In developing the HelpfulMed system,
we aim to provide users with a system which combined
different powerful features to form one functional, integrated system, by allowing a user to search Web pages and
databases as well as use analysis tools such as automatic
thesaurus and document clustering. We also try to fully
automate the collection building and indexing tasks in HelpfulMed so as to lower the requirement for human intervention.
3. HelpfulMed System Architecture
In this section we present the architectural design of
HelpfulMed (as shown in Fig. 1) and discuss in depth each
major component. In order to illustrate the functionalities of
the system and how the user interacts with the system, we
use one user session as an example throughout the remainder of this discussion; our user is searching for information
on lung cancer.
The major functionalities of HelpfulMed are: 1. Intelligent Knowledge Portal—the HelpfulMed user interface; 2.
Search Medical Web Pages, which consists of search servlet
and Web page database; 3. Search Medical Databases,
which consists of the meta search program and online
medical databases; 4. Related Medical Terms which consists of the concept space and term co-occurrence ﬁles; and
5. Visual Site Browser, which consists of SOM applet and
categorization ﬁles.

FIG. 1.

HelpfulMed system architecture.

3.1 Intelligent Knowledge Portal
A single search interface ties together the Web search,
related medical terms, and database search functionalities
through the use of an integrated system that allows users to
interact with the various technologies offered. This type of
“one-stop shopping” system brings together distributed resources a user might need in one place, thus decreasing the
time and cognitive analysis required of the user to sift
through all of the information sources and learn the individual idiosyncrasies of each system in an attempt to capture all of the information relevant to the user’s information
need.
From the initial interface, shown in Figure 2, users can
begin searching medical Web sites, related medical terms,
and medical databases, or they can browse documents by
using the visual site browser.
3.2 Searching Medical Web Pages
The HelpfulMed Web page search engine is designed to
provide ﬁne-grained medically-related Web pages; Figure 3
is a diagram of the search engine architecture.
In order to build a database of medically-related Web
pages, a spider based on the Hopﬁeld Net spreading activation algorithm is sent to collect Web pages every month. In
this approach we model the Web as a Hopﬁeld Net, which
is a single-layered, weighted neural network (Hopﬁeld,
1982). Nodes are activated in parallel and activation values
from different sources are combined for each individual
node until the activation scores of nodes on the network
reach a stable state (convergence). The spider was designed
speciﬁcally to retrieve medical Web pages and equipped
with a medical vocabulary knowledge base created from the
Uniﬁed Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus.
An analysis algorithm, which compares the UMLS knowledge base to the text of the Web page and the Web link
structure, was developed to allow the spider to assess
whether a Web page in question is indeed a medical Web
page.
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FIG. 2.

The HelpfulMed intelligent knowledge portal.

In an attempt to gather a ﬁnely tuned set of search results,
the spider begins its search with a pre-deﬁned set of 354
URLs from reputable sites as determined by a medical
librarian. One should note that, however, residing on reputable sites is not necessarily an indicator of high quality of
a Web page (Eysenbach et al., 2002; Fallis & Frické, 2002).
Beginning with these medically related URLs, the spider
then begins searching the Internet and collecting related
Web pages. In order to continue to collect desired Web
pages, it is assumed that medical pages included in the list
such as the American Medical Association or the Mayo
Clinic will more likely point to sites that they consider to be
useful. In addition, the pages must contain UMLS phrases
consistent with the knowledge base embedded in the spider.
In this manner, the spider continually casts a wider and
wider net, collecting Web pages. The goal of this process is
not to collect and index a large number of Web pages, but
to collect and index a ﬁne-grained set of Web pages in the
domain of medical information. Once the Web pages have
been collected they are stored in the database and postprocessed for retrieval and display.

FIG. 3.
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HelpfulMed search engine architecture.

Post-processing of the documents occurs in four steps.
First, the documents are run through a noun phraser developed at the University of Arizona—the Arizona Noun
Phraser (AZNP) (Tolle & Chen, 2000). This natural language processing tool is used to extract high quality noun
phrases from text, and can improve retrieval precision because it allows multi-word query matching with words
present in the document. The AZNP extracts noun phrases
from text by ﬁrst processing the raw text, removing any
symbols or punctuation without interfering with the textual
content and next assigning parts-of-speech to these words.
This implementation of the AZNP incorporates the UMLS
Specialist Lexicon in order to correctly identify the parts-ofspeech contained within medical text. Studies conducted
previously by the lab have conﬁrmed the ability of this
lexicon to improve the extraction of medical phrases from
text (Tolle and Chen, 2000). Finally, the system converts
words and part-of-speech tags into noun phrases. Next, the
remaining phrases are run against a bad-phrase lexicon in
order to remove irrelevant or nonsensical phrases, such as
“Patient with Head.”
The terms entered by the user are compared against the
terms previously extracted during the post-processing phase
in order to identify the most relevant Web pages. The
system displays the Web pages in a ranked order with the
most relevant Web pages at the top. Each returned result has
a ranking from ﬁve (very relevant) to one (marginally
relevant); the title of the Web page; a description drawn
from the Web page itself with the search terms highlighted;
the page URL; and the number of terms matched in the
page. Ranking of the results is based on the presence of
query keywords in the document and the inlink score. The
inlink score is computed based on the number of documents
which point to a page, on the theory that the more pages that
point to a given page, the greater the acceptance of the
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FIG. 4.

Retreived results from online medical databases.

source as reliable. Hopﬁeld Net searching (Hopﬁeld, 1982;
Chen & Ng, 1995), phrase indexing, a UMLS knowledge
base and inlink ranking combine in our system to collect
and present Web pages that are more likely to be medical in
nature and ﬁnely tuned to the information request.

3.3 Searching Medical Databases
As mentioned previously, current search engines are able
to capture only what is being called the “surface Web”—
that is, those Web pages that are hyperlinked to other pages
over the Web. However, there is also an Invisible Web of
databases and other sites that respond only to speciﬁc queries. While an initial page for a database such as the Merck
Manual of Diagnosis and Treatment or MEDLINE may
appear in a collection of Web pages because it has been
hyperlinked from another page, the information contained
within that database is effectively lost to searchers unless
they choose to search it speciﬁcally. HelpfulMED provides
access to a variety of databases currently publicly available
over the Internet. These include citation databases such as
MEDLINE and CANCERLIT, online reference works such
as the Merck Manual of Diagnosis, and Treatment and
Physicians Data Query (PDQ) which provides peer-reviewed summaries on cancer treatment, screening and detection, prevention, genetics and supportive care. Access is
also provided to evidence-based medical databases (EBM)
such as the American College of Physicians Journal Club
(ACP), National Guidelines Clearinghouse (NGC) and the
York Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effectiveness
(DARE). Medical librarians at the Arizona Health Sciences

Library selected these databases as being those with the
most comprehensive and accurate information.
Access to these systems provides those searching for
medical information with a much richer representation of
information for diagnosis and treatment. EBM is a growing
area for physicians and others in the ﬁeld of medicine. The
adoption of EBM is based on increasing costs for healthcare, variations across providers, hospitals and geographic
regions in the level of healthcare service, and the desire of
all concerned with patient treatment to give and receive the
best care possible (Woolf et al., 1999). MEDLINE and
CANCERLIT provide access to extensive collections of
citations of primary research; the Merck Manual and PDQ
provide information for diagnosis and treatment and ACP,
NGC, and DARE allow medical professionals and other
interested parties access to evidence-based medical information. Thus, searchers have a variety of types of resources
that can be searched through one interface.
When searching for information in medical databases via
HelpfulMED, the user is able to choose which databases are
of interest. The user can also indicate how many results
from each database he or she would like the system to
retrieve; the default is “5,” but the user can choose to see the
results in increments of 5 up through 50. This gives the user
some control over the retrieval process and lessens the
effects of information overload.
From the retrieved results page (Fig. 4) the user is able to
follow links of interest and see their search terms highlighted in the text of the Web page. This helps the user
quickly identify the presence of the search term in the
retrieved document for a quicker analysis as to whether the
document in question might be of use.
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FIG. 5.

Concept space results.

3.4 Related Medical Terms
This section of HelpfulMed is a Concept Space of medical-related terms. A concept space is an automatic thesaurus for domain-speciﬁc terms developed by the Artiﬁcial
Intelligence Lab; it is called Concept Space because the goal
is to create meaningful and understandable domain-speciﬁc
networks of terms and weighted associations that could
represent the concepts (terms) and their associations for the
underlying information spaces (i.e., documents in different
domain-speciﬁc databases). This system also assists in concept-based, cross-domain information retrieval (Chen et al.,
1996). What differentiates a concept space from traditional
subject heading lists or thesauri is that rather than being
developed and assigned by human experts, a concept space
is created wholly from phrases contained within each of the
documents processed. In other words, it is a thesaurus of
terms drawn directly from the documents housed in the
collection. Concept space uses indexing and analysis cooccurrence techniques to suggest other related and relevant
search terms. These techniques are based on the computed
relationships between terms. For HelpfulMed, the concept
space was generated using the entire collection of Medline
abstracts.
A search in the “Related Medical Terms” section provides the user with a list of additional terms that might more
accurately describe the information need. If the user inputs
“lung cancer” at this point (Fig. 5), the system will return a
list of related noun phrases (N) drawn from the concept
space, and MeSH terms (M), plus a list of authors (A). Thus,
the user can decide if s/he wants to search phrases extracted
from the text, related medical subjects headings, authors, or
any combination of the three. In addition, on the left side of
the screen the terms searched are displayed; “Lung Cancer”
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is search term “a”. After each term returned by the concept
space, there is an indication (a) that these terms are related
to the lung cancer search. Additional searches would be
listed on the left with subsequent letters— “b”, “c”, etc. and
the terms to which they relate would be indicated by the
appropriate letter after each one. In Figure 5, the user has
chosen “Occupational Diseases” and “Adenocarcinoma” as
additional terms to be searched by placing a check mark in
the box next to each term. When the user has ﬁnished
building the search, he or she can choose to either “Find
Webpages Containing Terms” or “Search Databases for
Selected Terms.” The user is thus spared the onerous task of
entering these search terms in Internet search engines and
all of the databases he or she wants to search for information. A click of a button completes this task for the user.

3.5 Visual Site Browser
The Visual Site Browser, also called MEDMap, is a
graphical system designed to facilitate the information
browsing behavior of users in the domain of medical-related
research. The input data to MEDMap consists of 10 million
medical abstracts obtained from MEDLINE. By applying
indexing, noun phrasing and self-organizing map techniques, MEDMap generates a subject hierarchy that contains 132,700 categories and 4,586 maps. The MEDMap
also combines a text-based alphabetic display and a graphical approach to represent the subject categories generated
(Fig. 6).
Using the Visual Site Browser, the user is able to “drill
down” through the levels of a map, browsing for topics of
interest until a collection of documents is eventually
reached. In the case shown in Figure 6, the user chose to
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FIG. 6.

MEDMap: the top-level map; the sub-map for Liver Neoplasm; and documents returned for Liver Cirrhosis.

browse the phrase “Liver Neoplasms,” which is circled; the
second screenshot of the ﬁgure displays the map for “Liver
Neoplasms.” The user chose to explore the phrase “Liver
Cirrhosis,” which is circled on the map and in the alphabetic
display. The user continued reﬁning the search until relevant

documents were found. Visual Site Browser is a unique
feature of HelpfulMed, and is thus far the only medicallyrelated online retrieval systems known to provide this service. We believe this approach would be useful for the
browsing of directory systems such as Yahoo! However,
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TABLE 1.

Summary of simulation results of the spider evaluation.

Spider System

Total number of
pages visited

Number of Good
Pages visited

Precision

Recall1

Time
(minutes)

BFS Spider
PageRank Spider
Hopﬁeld Net Spider

100,000
100,000
100,000

36,307
19,630
40,014

36.3%
19.6%
40.0%

21.2%
11.5%
23.4%

12.7
1183.6
12.6

1

Since only 100,000 pages were visited, the recall rate of an ideal spider would have been 58.3% (⫽ 100,000/171,405) rather than 100%.

unlike Yahoo! and other directory search engines, Visual
Site Browser was created by a computer through a comprehensive analysis of a large collection of quality and timecritical documents, with a minimum of human intervention.
The result is a more efﬁcient use of time and a more
ﬁne-grained representation of content. We also believe that
the map and its visual clues facilitate browsing of large
collections. The size of the “islands” represents the size of
the content contained below each island and the spatial
proximity of the islands indicates semantic proximity between the categories. In addition, the visual clue of island
“layers” represents map “levels.” Thus, when clicking on
each level the user is provided with visual orientation clues.
None of the other systems provide the user with the ability
to visually browse in this manner.
4. Evaluations
Studies of the performance of the medical spider, concept space and visual site browser have been conducted. The
evaluation of the medical spider was conducted in the
general medical domain; the studies of the concept space
and the visual site browser were carried out on a subset of
the medical domain, cancer research. The following sections outline in detail these studies and their results.
4.1 Medical Spider
In a study designed to evaluate the performance of our
medical spider based on the Hopﬁeld Net spreading activation algorithm, it was compared to both a Breadth-First
Search Spider (BFS Spider) and a Best-First Search Spider
using PageRank (PageRank Spider). The BFS Spider was
chosen as a comparable spider due to its wide acceptance by
many search engines; while PageRank, relying on the link
structure of the Web as input to the relative importance of
documents, is used effectively by the search engine Google
for Web page ranking (Brin & Page, 1998). If a page is
linked from many other pages or linked with some “good”
pages (or pages that have a high PageRank score), it will
receive a higher score. In our spider, the PageRank algorithm was implemented based on the description in Brin &
Page (1998). Two experiments were conducted to compare
the spidering systems: a simulation to analyze the spidering
process and the precision/recall rates of each system.
Both experiments utilized a local database, which contained a pre-fetched “snapshot” of the Web in order to
ensure that the same testbed was available for each of the
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three spiders. This design is based on the setup of the spider
evaluation experiments performed by Cho et al. (1998). In
order to create this testbed, our medical librarian identiﬁed
ﬁve high-quality pages to be used as seed URLs. We ran a
random-ﬁrst search using these ﬁve seed URLs as the starting points. These pages were fetched from the Web and all
URL links contained in them were extracted. From this set
of unvisited URLs, one URL was randomly selected and the
corresponding page was fetched from the Web. All the links
from this page were extracted and added to the set of
unvisited URLs. The process was then repeated by randomly choosing a URL from the set of unvisited URLs,
fetching the page, and adding the new links to the set of
unvisited URLs in each step. The resulting testbed consisted
of 1,040,388 valid, unique Web pages. Similarly to the
method used in the study of Cho et al. (1998), a simple
concept of good page was used to facilitate the comparison
of the performances of the three spiders. The good page
concept is used to automatically determine the relevance of
a page to the medical domain. In our evaluation, a page is
considered a good page if the percentage of medical phrases
over the total number of phrases found in the page was
greater than a certain threshold. To determine whether the
phrases are medical, they are compared with a medical
lexicon based on the UMLS Metathesaurus. In our pilot
experiment, a set of 100 randomly sampled Web pages were
classiﬁed by this method and veriﬁed by an expert in the
medical domain. The error rate of this simple classiﬁcation
method was 5.0%. Readers should note that, however, the
term good page is used here only as a convenient “notation”
and has not been tested rigorously; it just allowed us to
estimate the performance of our spider in a feasible way.
Based on our classiﬁcation method, the testbed in the current experiment contained 171,405 good pages. Each spider
was given the same ﬁve medical URLs and each ran until
100,000 Web pages had been visited. The Hopﬁeld Net spider,
which is based on the Hopﬁeld Net searching algorithm (Hopﬁeld, 1982; Chen & Ng, 1995), retrieved 40,014 good Web
pages (40.0% of all pages visited), compared to 36,307
(36.3%) retrieved by BFS spider and 19,630 (19.6%) by PageRank Spider. As shown in Table 1, the Hopﬁeld Net spider
had a higher precision rate than either the BFS Spider or the
PageRank Spider as calculated using the following formula:
Precision rate
⫽

number of Good Pages visited by the spider
number of all pages visited by the spider
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TABLE 2. (a) Summary of user study results of the spider evaluation; (b)
t-tests on the results.
(a) Spider System

Average relevance score

BFS Spider
PageRank Spider
Hopﬁeld Net Spider

2.13
1.78
2.30

(b) Comparison

p-value

BFS Spider versus PageRank Spider
BFS Spider versus Hopﬁeld Net Spider
PageRank Spider versus Hopﬁeld Net Spider

0.0307*
0.3127
0.0188*

* The difference is statistically signiﬁcant at the 5% level.

Recall rate ⫽

number of Good Pages visited by the spider
number of Good Pages in the testbed

Because the total number of Good Pages in the testbed
was 171,405 and the total number of all pages visited by the
spider was ﬁxed at 100,000, the precision rate and the recall
rate were directly proportional to each other for each spider.
We are more concerned with precision than recall because it
is the quality of the pages in which we are interested, not the
quantity; thus for the remainder of this section, we focus the
discussion on the precision rate. In addition to recall and
precision, we also measured the time used by each spider in
order to compare efﬁciency.
The Hopﬁeld Net Spider was as efﬁcient at retrieving
pages (12.6 minutes) as the BFS Spider which took 12.7
minutes. The PageRank Spider, which took 1183.6 minutes,
was signiﬁcantly slower because the PageRank algorithm is
known to be recursive in nature and computationally expensive (Brin & Page, 1998; Haveliwala, 1999).
The second experiment sought to validate the collection
created by each spider. To this end, two senior graduate
students with medical training were recruited as domain
experts. Each expert was assigned 100 Web pages randomly
drawn from the collection of Web pages fetched by each of
the three spiders during the simulation. The source of each
Web page was not disclosed to the experts in order to
eliminate any possible bias. For each page, each of the
experts was asked to judge relevance to the medical domain
based on a score of 1 to 4; 1 was the least relevant and 4 the
most relevant. As shown in Table 2, the Hopﬁeld Net spider
received the highest relevance score at 2.30; the BFS relevance score was close at 2.13 and the PageRank spider score
was 1.78. We also performed t-tests on the data and the
results are shown in Table 2. The Hopﬁeld Net Spider and
BFS spider performed signiﬁcantly better than the PageRank Spider at the 5% level.
In terms of precision rate and relevance score, the Hopﬁeld Net Spider performed best, followed by the BFS Spider. The good performance of the Hopﬁeld Net Spider
shows that the algorithm effectively combined the use of
Web link structure analysis and page content analysis to
locate Web pages relevant to the medical domain. The data

indicate that the lesser performance of the PageRank Spider
resulted from the tendency of this spider to visit more
irrelevant URLs during the earlier stages of the search
because some of these URLs had a high PageRank score.
4.2 Concept Space
Previous research into the development of a concept
space for cancer information using the CANCERLIT collection resulted in CancerSpace, an automatically created
thesaurus of cancer-related terms with 1.3 million unique
terms and 52 million relationships (Houston et al., 2000).
We conducted a study to assess the usefulness of suggested
terms from different thesauri: our automatically generated
system, the MeSH concept space and Internet Grateful Med,
which at the time of the study was the most often cited
online tool based on the UMLS Metathesaurus. Five cancer
researchers afﬁliated with the University of Arizona Cancer
Center and one veterinarian participated in our experiment
as subjects.
The experiment was divided into two phases. During
phase one twelve directed searches were performed on each
of the three thesauri for a total of 36 searches. Each subject
was asked to state one or two terms with which they would
begin a document search, and to suggest ﬁve related terms
for each search term.
For phase two, original search terms from phase one
were entered into a thesaurus and the subjects rated the top
40 thesaurus suggested terms as to whether they were “relevant,” “possibly relevant,” or “not relevant.” This step was
repeated for each thesaurus. Precision and recall were then
calculated as follows: (1) “very relevant” terms, 1 point; (2)
“possibly relevant” terms, 0.5 points; and (3) “not relevant”
terms, 0 points. For each search, all relevant terms from
each thesaurus were combined in order to eliminate duplicates for a total relevance score. Term recall was calculated
by dividing the relevance score for each thesaurus by the
total relevance score for all thesauri. Term precision was
calculated by dividing the total relevance score for each
thesaurus by the total number of terms suggested by the
thesaurus. Term recall and precision were also used to
measure system performance in other research (e.g., Vélez
et al., 1997; Chen & Lynch, 1992). Recall and precision
rates for these systems and the results of ANOVA tests,
shown in Figure 7, indicate that there were no signiﬁcant
differences among the three systems when used individually. The results suggest that terms returned by our tool are
comparable to terms suggested by Internet Grateful Med
and MeSH indexing terms. It was also discovered that the
three systems rarely returned the same relevant terms. However, when systems were combined, the recall rates went up,
while precision rates remained relatively static. Based on
the above discovery and user feedback, which supported
this notion, a combination of automatic concept space and
MeSH concept space is provided to the user, with plans to
add a UMLS concept space in the near future [For further
discussion and evaluation of this system, please see (Houston et al., 2000)].
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We designed a set of tasks to evaluate the consistency
between the categories generated by the CancerMap and
those expected by users during their browsing process. We
also investigated the consistency between the MeSH subtrees and users’ expectation. The goal is to compare the
performance of the CancerMap with that of MeSH subtrees. To evaluate the ﬁrst-level labels, we designed the task
as follows:
(1) Ask a human subject to generate a list of possible
sub-categories that he or she expects to see under the
category of “Neoplasms.”
(2) Present the lists of ﬁrst-level labels generated by MeSH
sub-trees and CancerMap to the subject, asking him/her
to modify the list he or she has generated. During the
experiment, subjects did not know from which source
(the CancerMap or MeSH sub-trees) suggested labels
had come.
(3) Use the list generated by the subject to evaluate the
ﬁrst-level labels of the MeSH sub-trees and CancerMap.

At the ﬁrst level, there were six overlapping labels between the CancerMap and MeSH sub-trees. We therefore
designed three tasks for each human subject in order to
compare the performance of the CancerMap and MeSH
sub-trees at the second-level. For each task, the subject was
to repeat the process used for the ﬁrst-level evaluation.
Again, subjects did not know the source of suggested label
terms.

FIG. 7. (a) Recall comparison by term source; (b) Precision comparison
by term source.

4.3 Visual Site Browser
An earlier prototype of the MEDMap was the CancerMap, developed using the CANCERLIT collection to generate a subject hierarchy that contained 18,120 categories.
An empirical study was conducted to assess whether the
approach employed by CancerMap generates subject categories that are meaningful to human subjects. We designed
a set of tasks to evaluate the consistency between the
categories generated by the CancerMap and those expected
by users during their browsing process. We also investigated the consistency between the MeSH sub-trees and
users’ expectations. The goal was to compare the performance of the CancerMap with that of MeSH sub-trees.
Eighteen senior Ph.D. students, researchers and faculty
members from the Arizona Cancer Center participated in
this study. Most of them reported being familiar with the
MeSH tree structure. During the evaluation process, subjects were encouraged to think aloud. Every subject ﬁnished
the ﬁrst-level evaluation. At the second and the third levels,
some subjects quit because the categories were not in their
research areas they felt they lacked the expertise to generate
appropriate lists of sub-categories.
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1. We randomly selected one of the six overlapping labels
at the ﬁrst-level and asked a subject to evaluate its
sub-labels. The subject was to generate his or her own
desired list and modify it by reading the labels generated
by the MeSH sub-trees and the CancerMap.
2. We randomly selected one of the non-overlapping ﬁrstlevel labels from MeSH sub-trees and asked a subject to
evaluate its sub-labels. The subject was to generate his or
her own desired list and modify it by reading the labels
generated by the MeSH sub-tree.
3. We randomly selected one of the non-overlapping ﬁrstlevel labels from the CancerMap and asked a subject to
evaluate its sub-labels. The subject was to generate his/
her own desired list and modify it by reading the labels
generated by the CancerMap.

We used cluster recall and cluster precision as deﬁned in
Roussinov & Chen (1999) as the objective measures for all
the tasks. Cluster precision indicates the accuracy of the
categories generated by a system, while cluster recall represents how many related categories have been captured by
the system. According to Janes (1994), there are two types
of relevance. Objective relevance denotes the accuracy of
the categories generated by a system, whereas subjective
relevance denotes a subject’s perception of the accuracy of
the categories created. In this study, we selected the subjective measure, because only when the categories generated are consistent with users’ expectation can they be
helpful in facilitating users’ browsing behavior. Therefore,
both the cluster precision and cluster recall results obtained
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TABLE 3.

Summary of the CancerMap Experiment Results (C: CancerMap, M: MeSH sub-trees)

Recall comparison

Precision comparison

First Level

Level 2 (overlap)

Level 2 (non-overlap)

Level 3

C: 0.557
M: 0.466
p ⫽ 0.049*
C: 0.926
M: 0.956
p ⫽ 0.591

C: 0.765
M: 0.113
p ⫽ 0.000*
C: 0.826
M: 0.608
p ⫽ 0.104

C: 0.859
M: 0.466
p ⫽ 0.000*
C: 0.829
M: 0.904
p ⫽ 0.459

C: 0.839
M: 0.459
p ⫽ 0.003*
C: 0.863
M: 0.917
p ⫽ 0.808

* The difference is statistically signiﬁcant at the 5% level.

in this study refer to perceived cluster precision and perceived cluster recall.
One of the characteristics of automatically generated
terms compared with manually assigned terms is the likelihood that a term phrase which appears as a category in one
system will appear as a subcategory in the other. Thus,
evaluation of the term phrases suffers somewhat from “level
confusion” in that several ﬁrst-level categories on the CancerMap were sub-categories of one ﬁrst-level category of
the MeSH sub-trees. We counted those CancerMap categories as one ﬁrst-level category. As a result, the number of
ﬁrst-level categories on the CancerMap was reduced. However, a one-way ANOVA test on the data revealed that the
ﬁrst-level of the CancerMap performed signiﬁcantly better
than that of the MeSH sub-trees in perceived cluster recall
(p ⫽ 0.049). There was no signiﬁcant difference in perceived cluster precision (p ⫽ 0.591) between the two. We
found similar results in the second and third-level comparisons. Table 3 summarizes the experiment results. As displayed in Table 3, the CancerMap was comparable to MeSH
sub-trees in perceived cluster precision at each level and
was signiﬁcantly better in perceived cluster recall at all
levels. We found that the one-aspect categorization employed by manually created subject headings may restrict
users’ browsing activity. Overall results of the empirical
study demonstrate that the approach employed by CancerMap generated a meaningful subject hierarchy to facilitate
browsing behavior.
5. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper we discussed the development of a portal to
serve the information seeking needs of the medical professionals, researchers and other advanced users. The functionalities of this system have the potential to increase user
satisfaction by providing the capability to search multiple
information spaces through one interface, and by providing
mechanisms which allow users to reﬁne and focus their
searches through the use of an automatically generated
thesaurus and maps. User studies conducted on the different
components of the system indicate that they perform as well
as or better than comparable systems. We are currently
planning to study the performance of the system as a whole
(rather than individual components) based on real search
tasks. The study will be similar to those reported in the Text
Retrieval Conferences (TREC) and will help determine

whether real users can perform real tasks better with our
system.
Future development work includes integrating additional
technology that will summarize the documents retrieved
from the Web and other searchable databases. We also plan
to enhance the search interface such that it can process
complex search queries, such as those including author
names, journal titles, publication types, publication year, as
well as other metadata. In addition, a dynamic self-organizing map which categorizes documents retrieved from the
Web based on user-chosen attributes such as noun phrases is
in development; as is a concept-space-based related terms
“suggester” which will present additional terms to the user
as the results from a search for Web pages are returned.
Problems involved with these developments include scalability into other larger domains, and problems of “interface
overload” as additional features are added.
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